
INTRODUCTION
Greet and introduce self.

INTRODUCE TRAINING DAY TOPIC

Key phrases:
- Everything in life requires imagination.
- The ability to resolve issues and, create or find solutions, requires the ability to 

think creatively (this does not include telling lies, of course!)

- But before we begin, let’s get to know each other better… let’s work on something 
fun together.



This is an individual activity.
Time: 30 mins

“You have been hired by company ABC to illustrate a poster to help 5 to 6 year old 

students to learn the alphabet. 

By happy coincidence, you and your first name are the subject of the poster.”

1. Take a piece of paper and write your name vertically down the left side.

2. Next choose a word that start with a letter of your name. The word should 
describe something about you. Write those words horizontally across the paper, 

using the letters of your name as the first letter for each descriptive word. 
3. After you have listed your words, draw a picture to illustrate each descriptive 

word.
4. When you have finished, present posters among team members.





Get participants involved by asking what they think technology means:

“Can you share your ideas on what you think technology means?”

[Click on this slide to show actual meaning derived by scholars]

Continue explanation with SLIDES 4 & 5.



For more info, visit:
http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/633796/Science-and-Technology/



Science is a thinking process.

Science requires testing.

Science requires evidence.

Science is solving problems via technology.



An exercise to explore ways to refine everyday thinking – BE A TECHNO POET.
Regroup 5 members each – appoint a leader.

[Click through slides 8 to 14 – run through the processes involved where explanation 

on the premise of the exercise is embedded in the slides]

After 10 minutes, click on to SLIDE 15.





Exploring the meaning of REFINEMENT OF EVERYDAY THINKING

We usually think to solve problems.

When you refine the way you think, your ability to see and understand things logically 
grows.

And this is a MUST in the world of technology – especially in the world of inventions 
and innovations.

[Click on this slide to show the processes that follow REFINEMENT OF THINKING 

from the perspective of invention and innovation]



Definition (Oxford): Think

1. Have a particular belief or idea.
2. Direct one's mind towards someone or something; use one's mind actively to 

form connected ideas.



Definition (Oxford): Explore

1. Travel through (an unfamiliar area) in order to learn about it.
2. Inquire into or discuss (a subject) in detail.

3. Examine by touch.
4. Surgically examine (a wound or part of the body) in detail. (Medical)



Definition (Oxford): Write

1. Mark (letters, words, or other symbols) on a surface, typically paper, with a pen, 
pencil, or similar implement.

2. Compose, write, and send (a letter) to someone.
3. Compose (a text or work) for written or printed reproduction or publication; put into 

literary form and set down in writing.
4. Enter (data) into a specified storage medium or location in store. (Computing)

Definition (Oxford): Sketch

1. A rough or unfinished drawing or painting, often made to assist in making a more 
finished picture.

2. A short humorous play or performance, consisting typically of one scene in a revue 
or comedy programme.

e.g: tools
Phone: allows us to talk to people for away.

e.g: poetry about phone and your mom’s voice you can hear when you are away.

Internet: easy to get info
e.g: poetry of google and easy way to find information.



Definition (Oxford): Create

1. Bring (something) into existence.
2. Make a fuss; complain.





Time: 1 minute

Depending on time – ask only 1 / 2 groups or all group to present.

[Click on this slide – the remaining processes involved will pop up]

Definition (Oxford): Try

1. Make an attempt or effort to do something.

2. Subject (someone) to trial.
3. Smooth (roughly planed wood) with a plane to give an accurately flat surface.

4. Extract (oil or fat) by heating.

Definition (Oxford): Test
1. A procedure intended to establish the quality, performance, or reliability of 

something, especially before it is taken into widespread use.

Definition (Oxford): Improve
1. Make or become better.



Understanding the relationship between Technology and Science

“Technology and Science are like an old married couple – why is it that they come 
hand in hand?”

[Click on this slide which explains the flow of the relationship.]

Continue and click through SLIDE 17 for the definition of the relationship.
Click though SLIDE 18 which illustrates the application.



Definition (Oxford): Technology

1. The application of scientific knowledge for practical purposes, especially in 
industry.

Definition (Oxford): Science

1. The intellectual and practical activity encompassing the systematic study of the 
structure and behaviour of the physical and natural world through observation 

and  experiment.



Links:
1. Artificial hearts

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FtBHVj3Tsn8

2. First artificial heart implant offers new hope to patients with heart diseases
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GyVmV_u95zI



“The success of any scientific knowledge, to be turned into practical application in developing new technologies 
requires… TEAMWORK – between scientists, and technologists.”

OBJECTIVES
To help participants to generate as many creative ideas as possible.
To help participants learn how to use  the activities to generate ideas. 

Group Size
5-7 participants each group

Time
15 minutes 

Topic: Bend It, Shape It Handout
Your challenge is to think of ways to improve an office stapler. Here are some samples using Osborn’s Checklist.

Adapt:
Design a stapler that fastens without staples by pressing together sheets of paper under pressure (for example, a 
pair of pliers is somewhat like a stapler in that it
can be used to press together things).

Modify:
Use bright, metallic paint.

Magnify:
Enlarge the stapler’s top and make it ergonomic to fit a hand.

Minify:

Design a stapler that dispenses both small and large staples.

Substitute:
Make a line of staplers from different materials such as cardboard, metal, fiberglass, plastic, or polished wood.

Rearrange:
Design a stapler that can staple from either end.

Reverse:
Design a stapler that works by pulling up on a handle instead of pressing down.

Combine:
Design a combination stapler and magnetic paper clip dispenser.



Get participants involved and discuss:

“So, who exactly are scientists and technologists? Can you name some people or 
the kind of jobs they have that make them scientists and technologists?”

[Click on this slide to illustrate the difference between scientists and technologists.]

“What happens when you put together scientists and technologists?”
Click through to SLIDE 21.

“That is how inventions and innovations happen!”



“Let’s have a look at the invention and innovation of the telephone.”

[Click on this slide to run through the examples and illustrate the difference between 
INVENTOR and INNOVATOR.]



“Now, let’s have a look at of the world’s youngest inventors and innovators…”

Continue and click to SLIDE 23 and play the video. 



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=voT-xADi-RE



An exercise to look & see things with your creative mind.
Individual exercise – hand out print out of “count the number of tigers in the coming 

picture…”

Continue and click to SLIDE 25 to discuss and show the hidden tigers. 







Click through this slide and into SLIDE 28.
After completing Slide 28, points to raise and discuss:

- What makes for imagination? Discuss
- What makes for creativity? Discuss

- What makes for acquiring knowledge? Discuss
- What makes for good analytical skills? Discuss



Definition (Oxford): Imagination
1. The faculty or action of forming new ideas, or images or concepts of external 

objects not present to the senses.

Definition (Oxford): Creativity
1. The use of imagination or original ideas to create something; inventiveness.

Definition (Oxford): Knowledge
1. Facts, information, and skills acquired through experience or education; the 

theoretical or practical understanding of a subject.
2. Awareness or familiarity gained by experience of a fact or situation.

Definition (Oxford): Analytics
1. The systematic computational analysis of data or statistics.



An exercise to test your imagination.
Hand out print out of “Look for the Hidden Tiger” to all participants.

Click through to SLIDE 30 to begin the exercise.

After 2 minutes, click to SLIDE 31 to show where “the hidden tiger” really is...





This shows that you should not always look for the obvious, sometimes the answer is 
“outside our box of thinking”.



Discuss in group:

Addressing what’s required to be a great inventor and/or innovator.

Click through to SLIDE 33 to reveal that it’s all about effective communication. 



Narration for this slide:
Problems are often obscured by an overload of information. 

Clarify and isolate the challenge you face by spending time understanding and 
defining the problem. 

Can you simplify it down to ten words, five words or even just three? Ask yourself…

What is the one thing I am being asked to do?
Doing this can make the quest to find a solution personal and exciting for you. 
Reduce and clarify, and boil down the ingredients in the conversation to gain 

intensity and get to the essence of the challenge. 

And here is the challenge… Click through to SLIDE 35 and begin the exercise. 





Develop questioning skills by holding a conversation entirely in questions. By asking 
questions, you will learn more. This is an exercise for you to hone your ability to ask 

questions clearly.

This activity is done in pair.
You need to answer every question with a question. 

A: Ask a question
B: Answer with a question
A: Reply the answer of the question with another question.

Time: 10 minutes



Our imaginations are what provide us with the amazing ability to rearrange thoughts, 
knowledge, dreams, desires and memories into new images and forms – some 

impossible in the real world. It is in our imaginations that we conjure up the ideas that 
can solve problems in exciting ways. 

Here’s what you need to do…

Break participants into pairs.
Time: 30 minutes

Working in pairs, with single sheets of paper for the duo, and coloured marker pens, 
each player draws the outlines of a familiar logo – for example like in the pictures: 

the Nike tick and Apple’s bitten apple.

Exchange drawings. Rotate the drawing you have been presented with. Turn it 
sideways and upside down. Look from every angle until you spot a potential way of 
transforming it into something completely different. 

Play with the shape in your mind. Working quickly, complete the drawing. Now 

repeat with different logos. 

The best idea wins (A good idea may provoke smiles or laughter – physical reactions 
that prove the idea has worth.) 



Writer Ernest Hemingway famously laid down a challenge to write a story in six 
words. Let us try it out.

Break participants into pairs.
Time: 20 minutes

[Click through to SLIDE 38 to show the sentence they need to use for this exercise.]



After 20 minutes, get the pairs to read out their work.

And then click on the same slide to reveal shortening of the sentence:
“Scientist experiments to increase rat’s intelligence.”



Optional activity

Break into groups of five.

Time: 1 hour

Create music using the plastic drinking cups and scissors we are handing out now. 

Play around with the cups to discover as many different types of sound you can 

make by cutting and snipping at it. 

Get teams to present at the end of it. Judge for the winning team and they get a 
hamper!




